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Giving back with knowledge of psychology
Educator urges uncovering research to help students succeed
Troy Dvorak was born in Minneapolis,
but grew up in Thunder Bay.
“Growing up in Thunder Bay was great.
The friends I made and experiences I had
helped shape who I am today. I have definitely been Canadianized! Persians, Hockey
Night in Canada, fries and gravy, skiing at
Mount McKay (yes, I’m old enough to remember that), colourful money, studying
French . . . these were some of my favourite
things. Well, studying French was not a
favourite but it was definitely a Canadian
thing.”
As a youth, Dvorak lived with his family
in Westfort and attended Heath Park
School. He fondly recalled his first grade
teacher Bill Zonneveld, his third/fourth
grade teacher Delores Fiske, and math
teacher Larry Northway. Dvorak was a shy
kid until he got to know you.
Academically, he did quite well. His high
school years were spent at Westgate Collegiate and Vocational Institute and he played
football for the Tigers in grades 10 and 12.
While completing his OACs he recalled getting a lot of support from English teacher
Jim Foulds.
“Mr. Foulds made a big difference in my
life. He helped me even more confident in
my academic abilities and created an extracredit enrichment opportunity for me in
English as I finished up my final two classes.”
After high school, Dvorak attended Lakehead University where he originally intended to take economics. However, his introductory psychology class really caught his
interest and, in his second year, he selected
psychology as his major. He graduated with
his bachelor’s in psychology in 1994 and received the Dean of Arts Medal for having
the highest overall average in the four-year
arts program in his graduating class.
“It was a Westgate academic sweep at
convocation. I remember a classmate from
Westgate won the Dean of Science medal
that year for having the highest overall average in the science program. He also won
the gold medal because his average was
higher than mine. Don’t worry, Andrew. You
shall remain nameless,” Dvorak joked.
Dvorak was accepted into the graduate
program in psychology at LU in September
1994. He worked with Dr. Brian O’Connor
and completed a master’s thesis that was
later published. It was called Conditional
Associations between Parental Behavior
and Adolescent Problems: A Search for Personality-Environment Interactions.
As part of the graduate program, Troy also exceeded the 400-hour practicum requirement by completing over 600 hours of clinical work at the Children’s Aid Society and
Children’s Centre Thunder Bay (CCTB;
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then the Lakehead Regional Family Centre).
He graduated with a master’s degree in
psychology and was hired full-time at CCTB
as a psychometrist.
“Working at CCTB was a phenomenal experience. The agency did amazing work
with kids, teens, and families and had some
of the most professional and caring staff. I
was fortunate to be a part of a great organization.”
In his position there, Dvorak offered psychological assessment and treatment services to children ages 6 to 18 and their families. His areas of expertise included
assessment and treatment of behavioral
disorders as well as eating disorders.
In addition to providing individual counselling, Dvorak participated in group counselling, parent psychoeducational groups, a
high school counselling program, a television program about dating violence, and
other public education and prevention initiatives. He also had the chance to screen
cases for the visiting child and adolescent
psychiatrist.
With family still in Minneapolis and after
the birth of his niece (and goddaughter) in
2001, Dvorak spent much of his time travelling back and forth between Thunder Bay
and Minneapolis.
In 2003, Dvorak’s desire to be closer to his
niece motivated him to leave his position at
CCTB, sell his home, and move back to the
Twin Cities.
Troy began teaching psychology classes at community
colleges in the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities (MNSCU) system. “My previous
clinical experience at Children’s Centre Thunder Bay really helps me bring psychology
alive in my classroom. I am
very grateful to CCTB for my
time there,” Dvorak said.
In his 10 years as an adjunct
professor at MCTC, Troy has
offered a presentation on Student Success Day called the
Psychological Keys to Student
Success. Two years ago, he decided to write a book with the
same title which was published in December, 2014. Originally, he was motivated simply to help students. However,

he stated “with perennial concerns about
student retention and graduation in the
community college system, the book fit perfectly with my school’s values, mission, and
vision.”
According to Dvorak, “There is a ton of
psychological research related to student
success. Topics called “grit” and “mindset”
get a lot of attention in the media and in
schools despite the fact they are nothing
new.
And they are only a small part of the
overall picture. Sadly, a lot of great research
remains hidden in academic journals only
to be volleyed back and forth among academics.” Dvorak feels strongly that the pearls
from the research need to be shared with
students in an understandable and useful
way.
In February, 2015, Minneapolis Community and Technical College produced a story
about Dvorak’s experience since returning
to Minneapolis and the publication of his
book.
Careersinpsychology.org also selected
Dvorak to its 10 Must Take Psychology Professors in Minneapolis/St. Paul.
Most recently, he was interviewed in
March by Lisa Laco on CBC Radio’s morning show. If you are interested in more information about Dvorak’s book, or to contact
him,
visit
his
website.
www.psychologyrocks.com.
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Along with an interest in hockey, Troy Dvorak
became particularly interested in psychology and
its ability to help students succeed.
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